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The modern mainframe

Three imperative payoffs
There are three things that senior executives in the
financial services industry want from their investments in
computing systems. They are the same three things
these institutions require for their very survival.
First is unwavering security. The integrity of customer
accounts and records is paramount to maintain trust
across the financial ecosystem. Cybercrime is anathema
to the core function of banking and cannot be tolerated.
Next is captivating, personalized experiences based on
real-time data analytics leading to instantaneous
customer fulfillment. And finally, there is the essential
delivery of these secure experiences while providing a
cost and efficiency advantage over competing solutions.
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Mainframes then and now
These are the hallmarks of mainframe

In fact, the mainframe is a linchpin for the success

computing and why they’re counted on for USD

of the cloud environment. Think about what is

integrated within the stack, isn’t something

7.7 trillion in annual credit card payments, 29

required for such success: security and encryp-

added on as an afterthought. Encrypting and

billion annual ATM transactions2 and 12.6 billion

tion, scaling in place, real-time data analytics

protecting sensitive data is typically cheaper,

transactions per day.3 And that’s why 92 of the

(without transferring data) and managing work-

easier and more effective to do on main-

world’s top 100 banks rely on mainframes to

loads. These are the emblematic of mainframes.

frames than on commodity infrastructure.

1

host their core systems.
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Mainframes provide the ability to help sustain

Of course, modern mainframe computers are

“can’t fail” core operations while providing

very different from previous generations. In the

solutions for:

past, they were almost always room-sized,
water-cooled behemoths that were installed as
much by plumbers as computer technicians.
Since then, mainframes have been reinvented
several times. They can be air-cooled with a
much smaller footprint, come with powerful,
integrated security and cryptography, and
support technology including Linux, Java,

• The future of banking and financial markets,
which is being disrupted by next-generation
transactions and technologies such as blockchain. These require new levels of speed,
scale and security that only mainframe technologies can provide.
• Creating engaging experiences. Financial

Docker Enterprise Edition, MongoDB

institutions appreciate the mainframes’ ability

Enterprise Edition, blockchain and cloud.

to perform analytics “on the fly,” while data is
in motion.

• Highly effective system security, which is

This is noteworthy as highly regulated industries like financial services have some of the
costliest data breaches because of fines and
the higher-than-average rate of lost business
and customers.
And while all this has happened, the total cost of
mainframe ownership is more competitive than
ever. That’s why the worldwide financial
services industry recognizes the modern mainframe computer as essential for conducting
business and transactions that cannot afford
to fail.
Let’s look at some of these points in greater
detail.
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The perimeter against cyber-crime

When compared to
alternative solutions:
Mainframes require 69% less effort
to secure equivalent workloads5
Mainframes are more than 8X
more effective at resisting security
threats6
Mainframes provide security
defense at an 84% lower cost7

On today’s mainframe, the days of choosing what

These capabilities extol the mainframe as the

to encrypt are gone. Modern mainframes can

system for enabling data and the new perimeter

continually encrypt everything without changing

against cyber-crime.

anything – including data in-flight and data at rest,
with no application changes, no impact to service
level agreements (SLAs), and no interruption to
business operations. Consider the value of this in
the complex world of digital and cloud, which has
created an expanded threat landscape, making
the encryption and security of sensitive data more
difficult and costly than ever before.
The average cost of a breach has jumped 29
percent since 2013 and now exceeds USD 4
million.8 A recent analysis by Solitaire Interglobal
found that mainframes: require 69 percent less
effort to secure equivalent workloads; are more
than 8 times as effective at resisting security
threats; and provide security defense at an 84
percent lower cost than alternative platforms.9

The encryption of data on the mainframe
is supported by integrated cryptographic
co-processors that reduce the cost of encryption
to almost nothing. It is further hardened with a
certified, tamper-responsive hardware security
module for protecting keys. Policy-based
management makes this system easy-to-use
and low on labor cost.
Research has shown that 39 percent more of
banks that outperform their peers in both revenue
growth and operating efficiency have customers
who report that their assets and information are
safe.10 Using mainframe pervasive encryption to
protect core systems data is a solid step toward
higher customer trust.
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Preventing fraud “in flight”
Digitizing common banking processes and

It’s estimated that “80 percent of consumer

For banks running core operations on main-

making them available online has improved

fraud is perpetrated by criminal organizations

frames, neither cost nor skills are truly inhibitors

customer access and experiences. But it also

using multiple product channels, multiple loca-

to putting a real-time fraud prevention program

has increased attacks on banking data and

tions, an easily recruited cadre of labor and a

in place. To protect customer data from unau-

accelerated threats to the bottom line in the form

very short – sometimes only hours-long –

thorized access, the modern mainframe is

of fraudulent transactions. Although customers

campaign window for execution.”13 The only way

equipped with machine learning capabilities that

are typically not held liable for financial loss due

to fight such sophisticated attacks on banks is

easily interface with existing transactional

to fraud, such breach of trust can have the same

to intervene while transactions are in flight, in

systems, allowing its inflight transactions to be

effect on customer loyalty and brand value as

real-time, before settlement.

scored for fraud in real time with no SLA impact.

stolen data records.

If a transaction can be identified as fraudulent

For example, a large Asia Pacific bank with

Banks do take the financial hit directly, and it is

and stopped before funds are moved, the bank

credit card operations on the mainframe wanted

significant. An IBM Institute for Business Value

not only avoids losing money, it can also avoid

to put a pre-payment, anti-fraud system in place.

(IBV) study showed that direct fraud charge-offs

investigative and recovery costs. The customer

In 2016 alone, it managed more than 1 million

alone can account for “more than seven basis

is not inconvenienced and trust is maintained.

incidents generating expense of approximately

points of revenue.”11 Still, it found that 42 percent

Yet only 16 percent of the institutions in this

USD 331 million. By implementing machine

of banking executives said their fraud opera-

recent IBV survey cited the ability to detect fraud

learning on the mainframe and integrating

tions are in need of an overhaul, and perhaps

as it was attempted.

directly with its transactional card system, the

most surprising, “49 percent of these executives
either wait for the customer to complain about
fraud or can’t detect it.”12

14

It also showed that “most institutions have not
undergone a fraud transformation program
and 20 percent have no plans to do so.”15 The
two greatest obstacles cited are perceived
cost versus benefit, and the availability of
necessary skills.

bank anticipates 20 percent fewer fraudulent
incidents and a five-year savings of USD 336
million. The resulting alert load reduction on the
fraud investigations staff could lead to further
savings due to decreased support costs (USD
320 per incident) and credit card replacement
costs (USD 12.75 per card).16
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Simplifying regulatory compliance
Financial institutions need to
demonstrate in an auditable
way where regulated data
resides, where it was last
updated, who updated it and
where it exists today.

Rapidly expanding financial regulations continue

One simple way to ease the burden on core

to dominate resources that could be better used

systems is by using the mainframe’s pervasive

for innovation and growth. Already experiencing

encryption capability. Financial institutions are

USD 99 billion in annual compliance costs17, banks

going to have to demonstrate in an auditable way

expect to face upwards of 300 million pages of

where regulated data resides, where it was last

regulations by 2020.18 And the penalties for

updated, who updated it, and where it exists

non-compliance can be severe. For example,

today, in terms of storage devices and disk drives.

with the General Data Protection Regulation

However, if such information is verifiably

(GDPR), the European Union is seeking as much

encrypted, the burden of proof is greatly dimin-

as 4 percent of overall revenues for a data privacy

ished because the practice of pervasive

violation. One data security company has

encryption effectively decouples encryption from

predicted fines of about EUR 4.662 billion in

classification and reduces the risk associated with

the first three years of GDPR.19

undiscovered or misclassified sensitive data.

The strains of security and compliance are
exceeding human capabilities in even the best-run
organizations. Compliance must become more
automated, and every layer of the organization
must be inoculated against security and compliance risks by remediating vulnerabilities.
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Know what your customers want before they do
Sixty-two percent of banking leaders said their

Machine learning is a form of artificial intelligence

institutions are not effectively delivering a person-

(AI) on top of predictive analytics. It optimizes

alized experience.

decisions by quickly training, deploying and moni-

20

Why is there such a large gap

between requirement and execution? Much of

toring a high volume of high-quality, predictive

the answer has to do with banks’ slow mainline

behavioral models. It continuously improves

adoption of advanced analytics.

model quality by “learning” from new data.

The sort of personalized service demanded by

Machine learning can enable banks to shift from

customers today requires increasingly deeper

a product-centric to a customer-centric business

analytics, producing a continuous stream of

model using segmentation through demo-

insights into their needs, preferences and inten-

graphics, daily transactions, online interactions

tions. On the positive side, 48 percent of bankers

and value of assets. It can infuse continuous

know this, saying that investment in predictive

intelligence into banking operations, helping to

analytics is a key priority. But even as most banks

personalize and elevate customer experiences.

21

are still working out how to leverage predictive
analytics, the state of the art has shifted to what is
called “machine learning.”

An overwhelming amount of the data feeding
machine learning models is expected to come
from core banking systems.
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Insights are highly perishable.
The latency resulting from
extracting, transforming and
loading data is simply
unacceptable to banks
striving to become more agile
in meeting the individualized
needs of customers.

The problem is that banks routinely push this

As mainframe-based banking systems are touch-

sensitive data off-premises to data warehouses

points for most customer interactions, machine

or cloud platforms for analysis. The time and risk

learning on the mainframe builds in insight and

involved in transferring data is a process bottle-

intelligence, while helping to avoid the latency and

neck to effective use of machine learning. Of

security risks of moving sensitive data.

course, insights are highly perishable; the latency
resulting from extracting, transforming and
loading data is simply unacceptable to banks
striving to become more agile in meeting the
individualized needs of customers.

Not only does the latency of data movement limit
the effectiveness of insights, it is a costly operation. The cost of copying 1 terabyte of data per day
over a four-year period has been estimated at
approximately USD 10 million.22 Analyzing data

The mainframes managing banks’ most valuable

directly on the mainframe allows for acting on

data are perhaps the only systems capable of

insights in real time and making higher quality

running both transactions and analytics simulta-

decisions at lower cost.

neously without adversely affecting the
performance of either. And modern mainframes
have been optimized for machine learning to
deliver in-place analysis of this valuable data
without driving up cost. Some even run Apache
Spark, an open-source computing framework that
speeds analytic applications with in-memory
processing.
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Make core platforms more attractive to developers
Mainframes as a platform are the product of

Modern mainframes work in an open and

50 years of innovation. Banks have been along

connected environment, enabling developers to

for the ride virtually that entire time. Among the

seamlessly build today’s business applications.

recent innovations is that current mainframes

They can use both legacy and open source skills

have moved beyond the traditional programming

and platforms, and leverage APIs for more rapid

language COBOL; today, many are open source

development. As a result, the time required to build

and support the latest programming languages.

new services can likely be significantly cut without

With decades of constant upgrades and
enhancements, the mainframe is a modern development machine – fully able to participate in the
emerging dynamic hybrid banking architecture.
Financial institutions can put strategies in place to
exploit these technologies, creating agility and
flexibility in their systems. This can take cost and
complexity out of the code while maintaining a
unique level of functionality and helping to deliver
exceptional levels of service.

the need for additional specialized skills.

“While there have been some
success stories of banks
using a ‘rip and replace’
approach to core system
modernization (particularly
among smaller institutions
that provision their core
systems from managed
services providers), the streets
are littered with as many, if not
more, examples of core
banking replacement projects
that failed, stalled, or never
delivered on the promise of
simplification and agility.”
IDC23
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Pricing flexibility
In addition to the various potential cost advan-
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12 Ibid.
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13 Ibid.
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has become a modern computing platform for
the modern world of banking and finance.
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